TOPEKA PLANNING COMMISSION
AGENDA
Monday, April 18, 2016
6:00 P.M.
214 East 8th Street
City Council Chambers, 2nd Floor
Municipal Building
Topeka, Kansas 66603
Persons addressing the Planning Commission will be limited to four minutes of public
address on a particular agenda item. Debate, questions/answer dialogue or discussion
between Planning Commission members will not be counted towards the four minute
time limitation. The Commission by affirmative vote of at least five members may extend
the limitation an additional two minutes. The time limitation does not apply to the
applicant’s initial presentation.
Items on this agenda will be forwarded to the City Council for final consideration. The progress of
the cases can be tracked at: http://www.topeka.org/planning/staff_assignment/tracker.pdf
All information forwarded to the City Council can be accessed via the internet on Thursday prior to
the City Council meeting at: http://public.agenda.topeka.org/meetings.aspx

ADA Notice: For special accommodations for this event, please contact the
Planning Department at 785-368-3728 at least three working days in advance.

HEARING PROCEDURES
Welcome! Your attendance and participation in tonight’s hearing is important and ensures a comprehensive
scope of review. Each item appearing on the agenda will be considered by the City of Topeka Planning
Commission in the following manner:
1. The Topeka Planning Staff will introduce each agenda item and present the staff report and recommendation.
Commission members will then have an opportunity to ask questions of staff.
2. Chairperson will call for a presentation by the applicant followed by questions from the Commission.
3. Chairperson will then call for public comments. Each speaker must come to the podium and state his/her
name. At the conclusion of each speaker’s comments, the Commission will have the opportunity to ask
questions.
4. The applicant will be given an opportunity to respond to the public comments.
5. Chairperson will close the public hearing at which time no further public comments will be received, unless
Planning Commission members have specific questions about evidence already presented. Commission
members will then discuss the proposal.
6. Chairperson will then call for a motion on the item, which may be cast in the affirmative or negative. Upon a
second to the motion, the Chairperson will call for a role call vote. Commission members will vote yes, no or
abstain.
Each item appearing on the agenda represents a potential change in the manner in which land may be used or
developed. Significant to this process is public comment. Your cooperation and attention to the above noted
hearing procedure will ensure an orderly meeting and afford an opportunity for all to participate. Please Be
Respectful! Each person’s testimony is important regardless of his or her position. All questions and
comments shall be directed to the Chairperson from the podium and not to the applicant, staff or
audience.

Members of the Topeka Planning Commission

Topeka Planning Staff

Brian Armstrong
Kevin Beck
Rosa Cavazos
Scott Gales, Chair
Dennis Haugh
Carole Jordan
Wiley Kannarr
Katrina Ringler
Patrick Woods, Vice Chair

Bill Fiander, AICP, Planning Director
Carlton O. Scroggins, AICP, Planner III
Dan Warner, AICP, Planner III
Mike Hall, AICP, Planner III
Tim Paris, Planner II
Dean W. Diediker, Planner II
Annie Driver, AICP, Planner II
Susan Hanzlik, AICP, Planner II
Taylor Ricketts, Planner I
Kris Wagers, Office Specialist

AGENDA
Topeka Planning Commission
Monday, April 18, 2016 at 6:00 P.M.

A.

Roll call

B.

Approval of minutes – March 21, 2016

C.

Communications to the Commission

D.

Declaration of conflict of interest/exparte communications
by members of the commission or staff

E.

Public Hearings
1. CU16/03 by Eric Patterson requesting a Conditional Use Permit for a Daycare Center Type II on
property zoned “R-1 Single Family Dwelling District with a Special Use Permit for “Accessory
Storage” on property located at 1833 SW Fillmore. (Hall)
2. Z16/02 by Heartland Management Co. / First Assembly of God requesting to amend the district
zoning classification from “R-1” Single Family Dwelling District with a Conditional Use Permit for a
surface parking lot on property at 520 SW 27th Street, and from “R-1” Single Family Dwelling District
on a portion of property at 500 SW 27th, ALL TO “O & I-2” Office and Institutional District. (Hall)
3. CU16/04 by Donald T. Bell requesting a Conditional Use Permit for Outdoor Recreation Type III
(outdoor concert venue) on 1.42 acres of property zoned “C-4” Commercial District and located at
2134 N. Kansas Avenue. (Hall)

F.

Adjournment

CITY OF TOPEKA

TOPEKA PLANNING COMMISSION
MINUTES
Monday, March 21, 2016
6:00PM – Municipal Building, 214 SE 8th Street, 2nd floor Council Chambers

Members present:

Scott Gales (Chair), Brian Armstrong, Kevin Beck, Dennis Haugh, Katrina
Ringler, Wiley Kannarr, Patrick Woods (9)

Members Absent:

Carole Jordan, Rosa Cavazos (2)

Staff Present:

Bill Fiander, Planning Director; Dan Warner, Planner III; Mike Hall, Planner III;
Kris Wagers, Office Specialist; Mary Feighny, Legal

A) Roll Call – Six members present at roll call for a quorum.
B) Approval of Minutes from February 15, 2016
Motion to approve as typed; moved by Mr. Beck, second by Mr. Haugh. APPROVED (6-0-0)
C) Communications to the Commission –
None
D) Action Items
1) Initiation of re-zoning and review annexation for West Indian Hills Subdivision No. 12.
Rezoning Initiation - Consider initiating a rezoning of the West Indian Hills Subdivision No. 12.
Annexation Review - Review proposed annexation for consistency with the comprehensive
metropolitan plan.

Mr. Warner explained that he would be speaking about the two actions together but would
be requesting two different votes. He also stated that information had been sent to
neighboring property owners indicating that this evening’s Planning Commission meeting
would be open to the public and serve as the neighborhood information meeting.
Mr. Woods entered and took his seat during this time.
Mr. Warner reviewed the annexation, stating that staff’s recommendation at this time was
that the Planning Commission forward a recommendation of approval of annexation to the
Governing Body.
With no questions from commissioners, Mr. Warner reviewed the proposed rezoning
initiation. Staff recommendation is that the Planning Commission initiate the rezoning of
West Indian Hills Subdivision Number 12.

DRAFT

Mr. Gales asked for clarification, and Mr. Warner explained that Planning Commission
would not be approving the rezoning, but rather allowing staff to initiate the process. He
added that the rezoning request would then come back to Planning Commission for
consideration in the following months.
Mr. Gales asked for verification that there can be no rezoning until the property is
annexed, and Mr. Warner confirmed this, stating that the rezoning request will not return to
Planning Commission until and unless the property is annexed by the City of Topeka.
Mr. Haugh asked what zoning staff anticipated requesting when/if it does come before the
Planning Commission as a rezoning case. Mr. Warner stated that it would be logical to
rezone as R-1, which would match the surrounding zoning.
Mr. Armstrong asked what cannot be done on RR-1 (current zoning) that can be done on
R-1,and Mr. Fiander explained that R-1 is actually more restrictive and allows some
agriculture type uses.
With no further questions, Mr. Gales opened the Public Hearing. With none coming
forward to speak, the Public Hearing was closed.
Motion by Mr. Beck that the Planning Commission recommend approval to City Council
for the annexation of the property. Second by Mr. Haugh. APPROVAL (7-0-0)
Motion by Mr. Beck to initiate the rezoning process for this property. He added that there
is an understanding that the question of actual rezoning would come back before the
Planning Commission at a later date. Second by Mr. Kannarr. APPROVAL (7-0-0)
2) ACZR16/1 Amendment to Chapter 18.190, Planned Unit Development Regulations,
requirements and standards relating to minimum parcel size for a Planned Unit
Development, including conditions under which a parcel less than one acre may be
reclassified to a planned unit development district.
Mr. Hall summarized and reviewed the proposed amendment.
Mr. Gales asked regarding the reason for the one acre minimum requirement in the first
place. Mr. Fiander explained some of the history of the regulation, including the fact that
originally the minimum was five acres. He stated that the proposed amendment allows an
opportunity to address unique properties in some of our older neighborhoods, the re-use of
which is in keeping with the land use plan and in-fill priorities. He verified for Mr. Gales that
the amendment would apply only to current buildings, not empty lots.
Mr. Woods asked what potential problems we might see caused by the amendment, and
Mr. Hall stated he couldn’t think of any since it will goes through a public process and is
limited in its use.
Mr. Beck asked for and received confirmation that any cases considered under the
amendment would come before the Planning Commission rather than be approved by
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administrative approval. Mr. Hall stated that all new PUDs come before the Planning
Commission, as well as all major amendments (changes of use).
Mr. Gales stated that the floor was open for public comment. With nobody coming forward,
the Public Hearing was declared closed.
Mr. Haugh inquired about a further word change in the document, and Mr. Beck suggested
removing a sentence from 18.190.050. Commissioners and staff agreed to these changes
and Mr. Fiander explained that someone from City legal department would wordsmith
appropriately.
Motion by Mr. Woods to recommend approval to City Council with the changes noted
earlier. Second by Ms. Ringler. APPROVAL (7-0-0)
Adjourned at 6:50PM
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Motion by Mr. Beck, stating that upon review of the CIP, the Planning Commission
determines that the CIP is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan. Second by Mr. Haugh.
APPROVAL (9-0-0)
3) Elmhurst Neighborhood Conservation District (NCD) Elmhurst N.A. is requesting the
initiation of a Neighborhood Conservation District Zoning overlay for the properties roughly
bounded by SW 10th St to the north, the alley between SW Boswell Ave. and SW Jewell
Ave. to the west, SW Huntoon Ave. to the south, and SW Washburn Ave to the east,
excluding the commercial properties along SW 10th St, the Library, the Topeka Bible Church
campus, Lowman Hill Elementary School, the Elmhurst Greenway Park, and the 1000 block
located between SW Mulvane Ave. and SW Garfield Ave. (Hanzlik)
Ms. Hanzlik reviewed the Elmhurst NCD, explaining that Elmhurst is the second
neighborhood to seek this zoning overlay. Westboro was the first neighborhood to do so.
She stated that the zoning overlay standards are administered and enforced by the Topeka
Planning Department, with the design guidelines within the document reflecting the existing
character of the neighborhood. The guidelines are written by neighborhood representatives
and approved by the relevant Neighborhood Association, thus they reflect the concerns of
the neighborhood property owners.
Upon Ms. Hanzlik’s review of the proposal, Mr. Gales called for questions from Planning
Commissioners.
Mr. Haugh asked about the wording of the fence portion of the regulations. Mr. Fiander
stated that the verbiage will be reviewed to assure clarity.
Mr. Gales inquired regarding document’s dealing with the styles of homes that are allowed
to be built in the district and what someone’s options might be if they wanted to build a
different style of home. Mr. Fiander stated that additional detail may need to be added. Ms.
Hanzlik stated that she had worked closely with neighborhood property owners to design the
guidelines, and it was quite important to them that the neighborhood maintain the historic
period goal.
Mark Galbraith of 1230 College, president of the Elmhurst Neighborhood Association (NA),
came forward to speak as representative for the NA. He stated that the NA is grateful to City
Council for making the NCD option available to Elmhurst and other older, historic
neighborhoods in Topeka because they feel there is value in the historic character of some
of our older neighborhoods. The NCD gives neighborhoods a tool to help preserve that
historic character.
Mr. Galbraith relayed some of the history of the neighborhood, stating it was developed in
1909 (the first year houses were made available) and though they’re a fairly small
neighborhood of around 400 homes, there is a wide variety of architectural styles. He stated
there are a number of vacant properties and the neighborhood is somewhat concerned
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about the style of homes that might be built that could negatively impact the historic
character of the neighborhood.
Mr. Galbraith shared that the NA has been working on the NCD plan for approximately two
years. They got a lot of public input from the two neighborhood meetings required for NCD
status, and they believe they were able to incorporate almost all the recommendations that
came out of the meetings, making it a much better plan because of the process.
Ms. Ringler asked if there were any major items that came out of the neighborhood
meetings that the neighborhood was unable to come to a compromise on. Mr. Galbraith
stated he couldn’t think of anything. He said there was a lot of discussion about metal
accessory buildings. The plan originally called for none, but the compromise was that they
would be allowed if they couldn’t be seen from the street.
Mr. Gales thanked Mr. Galbraith for the work that the Neighborhood has done on the plan.
Mr. Fiander stated that staff would appreciate any comments the Commissioners may offer,
as staff will work on clarifications or revisions the Commission feels necessary.
Mr. Haugh asked who would be responsible for the review and compliance with the NCD
guidelines. Mr. Fiander stated it would be the responsibility of Planning Staff, and the BZA
would be the ultimate arbiter of any disagreements.
Ms. Jordan stated it’s exciting to her that the neighborhood is willing to go to these lengths
to initiate this to protect their neighborhood. She added that she feels neighborhoods are the
strength of our city and it fits well with the new land use planning.
Mr. Gales asked why there was nothing in the NCD plan addressing sidewalks or driveways.
Ms. Hanzlik explained that the neighborhood was content with the current standards and
didn’t feel they needed to be more restrictive.
Motion by Mr. Woods to initiate the application for the Elmhurst NCD. Second by Ms.
Ringler. Mr. Fiander pointed out that a vote for the initiation does not mean commissioners
are in favor of the NCD. Mr. Gales encouraged the NA to remain sensitive to what options
there might be for design and not be too explicit in the statement of design. APPROVAL (90-0)

Adjournment at 7:06 PM
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STAFF REPORT – CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
TOPEKA PLANNING DEPARTMENT
PLANNING COMMISSION DATE: Monday April 18, 2016

APPLICATION INFORMATION
APPLICATION CASE NO:
REQUESTED ACTION / CURRENT
ZONING:

CU16/3 – Eric Patterson
A Conditional Use Permit (CUP) for “Day Care Center Type II” on a
property presently zoned “R-1” Single-Family Dwelling District, as
indicated in TMC 18.60 Use Matrix. Under the pre-1992 zoning
code, the property also still holds a Special Use Permit allowing for
an “Ancillary Storage Building”.

APPLICANT / PROPERTY OWNER:

Eric and Melissa Patterson

PROPERTY ADDRESS & PARCEL ID:

1833 SW Fillmore Ave / 1410104013013000

PHOTO:

PARCEL SIZE:

0.34 acres (14,948 sq. ft. approximate)

STAFF PLANNER:

Michael Hall, AICP, Current Planning Manager

PROJECT AND SITE INFORMATION
PROPOSED USE / SUMMARY:

A child care service center located in the building on the north side
of the property, licensed by the Kansas Department of Health and
Environment for a maximum of twelve, pre-school age children
(ages 3-5) with two full-time staff.

DEVELOPMENT / CASE HISTORY:

The property currently has two structures: A 976 sq. ft. building
constructed in 1993 and a 720 sq. ft. accessory building added in
1989, which required a Special Use Permit for Ancillary Storage
under the zoning regulations at the time. The property has
historically been zoned for single-family residential uses and was

annexed in 1889. It was used as a garden and goods distribution
center for 30 years until 2000 when it was converted into a church.
The subdivision was platted in the 1887.
ZONING AND CHARACTER OF
SURROUNDING AREA:

While the character of the neighborhood immediately surrounding
this property is residential, the next block to the east transitions to
industrial-type uses with “M-2” Multi-Family Dwelling District and the
Domer Livestock Arena of the Kansas Expo Centre, zoned “PUD”
Planned Unit Development for Shawnee County governmental
purposes.
The character of the neighborhood directly north, east, and west of
this property is residential and is zoned “R-1” Single Family Dwelling
District. The property directly south of this property was at one time
used as a community garden. The City of Topeka’s Public Water
Distribution Center is located to the southeast of this property and
encompasses that entire block with “R-1” Single-Family Dwelling
District zoning.

COMPLIANCE WITH DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
BUILDING SETBACKS:

Not applicable

OTHER DIMENSIONAL
STANDARDS:

Not applicable

OFF-STREET PARKING:

As required by TMC 18.240, this facility is required to provide a
minimum of four (4) off-street parking stalls and one (1) bicycle rack.
This is reduced from five (5) stalls with the approval of an
administrative variance by the Planning Director. The applicant has
indicated the provisions they are making for this parking in their
statement of operations letter dated March 4, 2016.
The applicant will install all required parking to the rear of the
building with access off the alley within one year of CUP approval by
the City Council. Until that time, City staff has agreed to allow the
applicant to use the (2) gravel parking spaces off the alley for the
employees. Within one year of CUP approval, the City will require
the applicant to improve the parking area as needed to comply with
City standards for a minimum of four (4) stalls including any required
ADA parking stalls.

LANDSCAPING:

TMC 18.235 Landscape Regulations are not applicable to the size
of parking expansion that is required.

DESIGN STANDARDS &
GUIDELINES:

Not applicable

COMPREHENSIVE PLANS:

Chesney Park Neighborhood Plan
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TRANSPORTATION
PLANS/MTPO PLANS:

Not applicable

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES:

SW Fillmore Street and SW 19th Street are both classified as local
streets and are currently two lanes. Parking is currently allowed on
both sides of both streets around the subject parcel.
The applicant proposes a loading zone located along SW Fillmore
Street in front of the day care for loading and unloading children. At
the request of the City’s traffic engineer, a condition of approval is
recommended limiting all drop off and pick-up be located to the west
side of Fillmore only.

UTILITIES:

The property is already connected to city sewer and water services.

OTHER FACTORS
SUBDIVISION PLAT:

Existing lot of record and platted as Martin & Dennis Subdivision, Lots
691 (odd), platted in the 1887.

FLOOD HAZARDS, STREAM
BUFFERS:

This property is not within a flood plain or stream buffer area.

HISTORIC PROPERTIES:

Not applicable

NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING:

The applicant conducted a neighborhood information meeting on
Tuesday, March 29, 2016 at the site (1833 SW Fillmore Ave). The
property lies within the Chesney Park Neighborhood Improvement
Association (NIA). The applicants, the operator of the daycare, and
two staff members were present for the neighborhood information
meeting; no members of the public attended. Thus, no meeting
report or sign-in sheet are provided. One letter from the public is
attached.

REVIEW COMMENTS BY CITY DEPARTMENTS AND EXTERNAL AGENCIES
PUBLIC WORKS/ENGINEERING:

The City Traffic Engineer indicated all drop off/pick up parking shall
occur along the west side of SW Fillmore only.
The scope of development does not warrant requirements related to
storm water quantity regulations.

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL:

The scope of development does not warrant requirements related to
storm water quality regulations.
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FIRE:

The Fire Department has inspected the site and has no further
issues at this time. The applicant will continue to work with the Fire
Department throughout the process to approve a “Change of Use”.

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES:

The applicant will continue to work with appropriate City staff to
obtain all required permits for the required “Change of Use” and
Parking Lot Permit.

KEY DATES
SUBMITTAL:

March 4, 2016

NEIGHBORHOOD INFORMATION
MEETING:

March 29, 2016

LEGAL NOTICE PUBLICATION:

March 28, 2016

PROPERTY OWNER NOTICE
MAILED:

March 25, 2016

STAFF ANALYSIS
EVALUATION: In considering an application for a conditional use permit, the Planning Commission and Governing
Body will review the request following standards in Topeka Municipal Code Section 18.245(4)(ix) in order to protect the
integrity and character of the zoning district in which the proposed use is located and to minimize adverse effects on
surrounding properties and neighborhood. In addition, all conditional use permit applications are evaluated in
accordance with the standards established in Topeka Municipal Code Section 18.215.030. The proposed conditional
use permit complies with Section 18.215.030.
1.

The conformance of the proposed use to the Comprehensive Plan and other adopted planning policies:
The subject property lies within an area designated as Residential- Single Family by the Chesney Park
Neighborhood Plan. The residential component of this category recognizes the original character of the
neighborhood back when this subdivision was first platted and restricts future residential developments to
single-family uses only. As provided for in the Zoning Land Use Matrix TMC 18.60, “Day Care Facility, Type II”
are allowed in the “R-1” District with approval of a CUP and provided they satisfy design requirements as a part
of the CUP approval process. The CUP guidelines for evaluation in TMC18.215 used when reviewing a CUP
application indicate one factor in determining land use capability is the intensity of use should be similar to that
of surrounding uses. One significant land use compatibility factor supporting the higher intensity use of this site
is the proximity to the non-residential uses of the City of Topeka Public Water Distribution Center and the
Domer Livestock Arena.

2.

The character of the neighborhood including but not limited to: land use, zoning, density, architectural
style, building materials, height, structural mass, sitting, open space and floor-to area ratio:
The neighborhood is characterized by single-family dwellings fronting SW Fillmore St and extending westward
into the neighborhood, and industrial uses or uses related to the Kansas Expocentre fronting SW Western and
extending to SW Topeka Blvd. The residential blocks on the east side of SW Fillmore between SW 17th and
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SW Hampton are designated as “Transition Areas,” recognizing the industrial pull on these houses.
3.

The zoning and uses of nearby properties, and the extent to which the proposed use would be in
harmony with such zoning and uses:
The zoning and uses of nearby properties is for single-family dwellings and has been such since platted in the
1880’s with 25 ft. wide lots. A property being used as a “Day Care Center Type II” is allowed with a Conditional
Use Permit in the “R-1” Single-Family Dwelling District. The zoning of the property is not changing and existing
buildings are being repurposed for this use. This, combined with the property’s proximity to higher-intensity
uses, render this use compatible with surrounding uses. As approved under the CUP, the proposed use is in
harmony with surrounding zoning and land uses.

4.

The suitability of the property for the uses to which it has been restricted under the applicable zoning
district regulations:
The subject property has become less suitable for single-family dwellings since the removal of the original
dwelling unit in the late 1960s. Additionally, it has a long history of non-residential uses since the 1970s, further
reinforced by the construction of the accessory structure in 1989 and the church structure in 1993. For 30
years, this property was the site of “God’s Little Half Acre,” which included a garden and a clothing, food, and
furniture distribution site for the neighborhood until it closed in 2000. Following this use, it was the site of a
Hispanic Pentecostal Church.

5.

The length of time the property has remained vacant as zoned:
Both buildings on the property are currently vacant. The building to be used for day care center has been
vacant over a substantial period of time. Until recently the other building, which is the larger of the two
buildings, has been used as a church.

6.

The extent to which the approval of the application would detrimentally affect nearby properties:
Based upon the surrounding land uses and the history of non-residential uses of this site, approval of this
application should not have a detrimental effect upon nearby properties, as approved under the CUP. The
number of children permitted to be at the day care center shall be limited by the permit issued by the Kansas
Department of Health and Environment. The applicant verifies that the hours of operation shall be from 6:30 am
to 6:00 pm, further limiting the possible impacts this business will have on nearby properties. Occupied by a
day care center, the property will likely have a more positive impact on neighboring properties than if it remained
vacant.

7.

The extent to which the proposed use would substantially harm the value of nearby properties:
The proposed use will not likely have a negative impact upon the value of nearby properties due to the nature
and scale of the day care activities described in the CUP application and that it is repurposing a historically nonresidential site for this use.

8.

The extent to which the proposed use would adversely affect the capacity or safety of that portion of the
road network influenced by the use, or present parking problems in the vicinity of the property:
The proposed use is not likely to have an adverse impact upon the road network based on the application and
descriptions of the proposed CUP. The property is served by streets classified as “local” roads with the capacity
to handle the traffic generated by the use.
Parents will be required to park on the west side of Fillmore Ave to load and unload their children. By having
the loading zone located on the side of the street adjacent to the day cay, it will minimize disruption to local
vehicular traffic from pedestrian crossings and will provide a safe loading environment for the children.
Staff will park to rear of the building on the west side, on gravel parking that will allow for two vehicles. Future
development of the property will be to replace the gravel parking area with a parking lot compliant with City
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standards within one year of the CUP approval. This parking lot will consist of a maximum of five spaces,
including one van accessible ADA stall and a bike rack.
9.

The extent to which the proposed use would create excessive air pollution, water pollution, noise
pollution or other environmental harm:
There is no floodplain or stream buffer on this property. The noise impact on adjacent properties should be
minimal due to the restricted hours of operation stated in the application (6:30 am to 6 pm).

10.

The economic impact of the proposed use on the community:
There will be an economic benefit to the community by this proposed use. First, taxes will begin being
assessed on the property as it will no longer be tax exempt under its previous religious institution status.
Second, there will be taxes gained by the start and success of an expanded small business.

11.

The gain, if any, to the public health, safety and welfare due to denial of the application as compared to
the hardship imposed upon the landowner, if any, as a result of denial of the application:
There is no apparent gain to the public health, safety and welfare by denial of the application since approval of
the application will take a vacant non-residential building in the neighborhood and replace it with a viable use on
the property that allows the property to be utilized, maintained and returned to the tax rolls. Alternatively, denial
of the application will leave the property in its present vacant state.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
The project demonstrates compliance with standards for evaluation as provided for in TMC 18.215.030 Conditional Use
Permits for Land Use Compatibility, Site Development, Operating Characteristics, and consistency with the
Comprehensive Plan. Based upon the above findings and analysis Planning Staff recommends APPROVAL of this
proposal, subject to the following conditions.
1. Use and development of the site in accordance with the approved Conditional Use Permit (CU16/3) and
Statement of Operations from applicant dated March 4, 2016.
2. As indicated on the CUP Resolution: “One (1) wall sign shall be permitted per building not exceeding 40 sq. ft.
per sign face. No free-standing permanent, temporary or portable signs shall be permitted on the property.”
3. The conditional use permit is based on the use as described in the Statement of Operations. In the event of
substantial changes in operations, the applicant shall submit a revised Statement of Operations to the Planning
Department to allow staff to ascertain compliance with the Conditional Use Permit.
4. As indicated on the CUP Resolution, “The property owner shall provide a minimum of four (4) parking stalls
meeting City standards located off the alley within one (1) year of CUP approval by the Governing Body. A site
plan depicting this required parking area shall be approved by the Planning Department at the time of Parking
Lot Permit issuance by City of Topeka Development Services Division.”
5. As indicated on the CUP Resolution, “All drop off and pick up parking shall occur along the west side of SW
Fillmore only.”
6. As indicated on the CUP Resolution, “Pursuant to TMC 18.215.060 The Planning Commission may
recommend revocation of any conditional use permit to the Governing Body if the use either fails to comply
with any of the conditions of the permit; or the use has expanded or deviated from its original use and purpose;
or the use has been found by a court of law, federal or state agency to be an illegal activity or nuisance.”
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ATTACHMENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Aerial Map
Zoning Map
Statement of Operations
Public Comment Letter
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STAFF REPORT – ZONING CASE
TOPEKA PLANNING DEPARTMENT
PLANNING COMMISSION DATE: Monday, April 18, 2016

APPLICATION INFORMATION
APPLICATION CASE NO

Z16/2 - Heartland Management Company

REQUESTED ACTION / CURRENT ZONING:

Rezone from “R-1” Single-Family Dwelling District with a
conditional use permit for an accessory parking lot all to “O&I-2”
Office and Institutional District/

APPLICANT / PROPERTY OWNER:

Heartland Management Company: Warren J. Newcomer Jr.;
President First Assembly of God: Steven E. Peoples, President
of the Board

APPLICANT REPRESENTATIVE:

Daren Miller, Heartland Management Co. / Mark Boyd, Schmidt,
Beck & Boyd Engineering, LLC

PROPERTY LOCATION / PARCEL ID:

520 SW 27th Street/ 1330702021009000 and a portion of 500
SW 27th Street/ 1330702021011000.

PARCEL SIZE:

1.86 acres

STAFF PLANNER:

Michael Hall, AICP, Current Planning Manager

PROJECT AND SITE INFORMATION
PROPOSED USE / SUMMARY:

Zoning change will allow for a future additional building and
accessory parking for the Newcomer Funeral Service Group.

DEVELOPMENT / CASE HISTORY:

CU05/12; a conditional use permit for expansion of the Newcomer
Funeral Services Group facility to include the remodel of a former
residence for a reception, conference, and assembly facility on that
part of the property zoned R-1. Several neighboring property
owners testified at the public hearing in opposition to CU05/12.
The Governing Body approved CU05/12 in November 2005.
CU05/12A (June 2009); a minor amendment to conditional use
permit CU05/12 to revise the development plan by removing the
reception, conference, and assembly facility, which was never
completed, and including in its place a parking lot to serve the
Newcomer Funeral Service Group office on the site. Planning staff
approved CU05/12A in July 2009. The former residence was
demolished in or around 2009. The accessory parking lot has been
built.

PHOTOS OF SUBJECT PROPERTY:

ZONING AND CHARACTER OF
SURROUNDING PROPERTIES:

Other than the applicant’s property (only that part containing the
existing office building) the surrounding area is zoned entirely R-1
Single Family Dwelling District. The surrounding area has a
predominantly residential character and includes a mix of single
family residences and churches. The Topeka Country Club golf
course is located to the south on the south side of SW 27th Street.
The First Assembly of God Church, including two buildings, is
located immediately to the east. Grace United Methodist Church is
located to the west across SW Western Avenue. A large 5,600
square foot single family residence, formerly a Florence Crittenton
Home for Unwed Mothers, is also located to the west (Shawnee
County Appraiser). Single family residences are located on the
adjoining land to the north.
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DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS AND POLICIES
USE AND DIMENSIONAL
STANDARDS OF PROPOSED
ZONING COMPARED TO EXISTING
ZONING:

The proposed O&I-2 zoning has fewer restrictions on use than the
current zoning, although the new zoning provides for greater
scrutiny of design.
Section 18.60.010 (Land Use Matrix) includes a complete list of the
uses prohibited, conditional, and permitted in the R-1 and O&I-2
zoning districts. Some of the significant uses prohibited under the
current R-1 zoning but permitted in the O&I-2 zone include:
• Community Living Facility Type I i
• Medical Care Facility Type II ii
• Medical Equipment Sales and Service (hearing aids,
eyeglasses, prosthesis stores, etc.)
• Recreation, Indoor Type I (Indoor pools, fitness clubs,
skating rinks, gyms, dancing, etc.)
• Bank/Financial Institution
• Medical and Other Professional Office
• Funeral Home or Mortuary without Crematorium
• Health Services, Clinic, Health Care Facility
Assisted Living Facilities and Funeral Homes require a conditional
use permit under the current R-1 zoning but are permitted in the
O&I-2 zoning district.
Required minimum building setbacks in R-1 zoning districts are 30’front, 7’ – side, and 30’ – rear. Required minimum building setbacks
in O&I-2 zoning districts are 25’, 7’, and 25’, respectively.
Maximum building height permitted in the R-1 zoning district is 42
feet; maximum building height permitted in the O&I-2 district is 60
feet.
Pursuant to TMC 18.235 landscaping is required for new
construction or substantial redevelopment in O&I-2 zoning districts.
Landscaping regulations typically do not apply to new development
or redevelopment in R-1 zoning districts.

OTHER FACTORS
SUBDIVISION PLAT:

The North 150 feet of Lot 1, Block A, Newcomer Subdivision and a
part of of Lot 3, Block A, First Assembly Subdivision. The owner
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expects to submit a minor subdivision plat to reflect the purchase of
some of the church property on the east.
FLOOD HAZARDS, STREAM
BUFFERS:

Not applicable.

UTILITIES:

There is a public sanitary sewer main running parallel to the north
property line and located 40 feet from the north property line. The
easement for the sanitary sewer is 35 feet from the north property
line.

TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC:

The property fronts on SW 27th Street and SW Western Avenue.
SW 27th is functionally classified as a major collector and is a twolane street with curb and gutter but no sidewalks. SW Western is a
local street with two lanes, curb and gutter and no sidewalks.

HISTORIC PROPERTIES:

There are no “listed” historic properties in the neighborhood. The
neighborhood does contain residential structures with historic value
and there is potential for the creation of a historic district. The large
residence to the west is a former Florence Crittenton Home for
Unwed Mothers and was built in 1933. The residence on the north
at SW Western and Merriam Court was built in 1938.

NEIGHBORHOOD INFORMATION
MEETING:

The applicant conducted a neighborhood information meeting at
6:00 PM on March 22nd. Per City requirements the applicant mailed
invitations to all property owners within 300 feet of the property.
Eleven citizens attended and several expressed concerns about
additional office or commercial zoning and the encroachment of
commercial uses into the residential neighborhood.

PUBLIC COMMENT:

Planning staff have received written statements from 9 property
owners all objecting to the proposed change in zoning. The
concerns expressed include:
• The rezone will radically change the historic and residential
character of the neighborhood.
• The change in zoning and resulting development will
negatively affect the values of neighborhood homes.
• If there is no immediate plan to construct a new building,
the owner should limit the request to a conditional use
permit for the office’s expanding parking needs.
• There is already a large amount of truck traffic to the
existing office building (and more office development will
generate more traffic).
• A zone change to O&I-2 allows a building as high as 60 feet
to be built.
• The neighborhood is being “gradually invaded by business
groups, such as Noller Ford” encroaching from the north.
• The residents are concerned about what the owner might
do with the property. The lack of trust is in part a result of
the owner’s demolition of the house that used to be located
at the rear of the property.
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REVIEW COMMENTS BY CITY DEPARTMENTS AND EXTERNAL AGENCIES
PUBLIC WORKS/ENGINEERING:

None

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL:

None

FIRE:

None

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES:

None

Other:

None

KEY DATES
SUBMITTAL:

March 4, 2016

NEIGHBORHOOD INFORMATION MEETING:

March 22, 2016

LEGAL NOTICE PUBLICATION:

March 25, 2016

PROPERTY OWNER NOTICE MAILED:

March 25, 2016

STAFF ANALYSIS
CHARACTER OF NEIGHBORHOOD: The neighborhood is characterized by institutional uses (churches and related
facilities), single family residences, and the owner’s office located on the subject property. The applicant has expressed
his intention to build, at some undetermined future time, a single story building primarily for staff training, smaller in size
but similar in form to the existing office building. However, the proposed zoning does not restrict the owner to any
specific plan. The unrestricted nature of the proposed O&I-2 zoning provides for potential development that is out of
character with the neighborhood.
LENGTH OF TIME PROPERTY HAS REMAINED VACANT AS ZONED OR USED FOR ITS CURRENT USE UNDER
PRESENT CLASSIFICATION: The rear of the property north of the parking lot contained a house that was unoccupied
for some time. The owner demolished the house in or around 2009 and in 2012 constructed the parking lot, leaving
much of the north end of the property vacant but attractively landscaped.
CONFORMANCE TO COMPREHENSIVE PLAN: The subject property lies within an area designated Urban/Suburban
Low Density Residential by the Land Use and Growth Management Plan – 2040. This category is generally
characterized by “a cohesive display of single- or two-family development up to a maximum of six dwelling units per
acre. (pg. 43)”. The subject property, as well as the properties north, west, and east are zoned “R-1” Single-Family
Dwelling District. The purpose of the “R-1” district states that it “is intended that the character and use of this district be
for housing and living purposes free from the encroachment of incompatible uses”.
The proposed rezoning is an expansion of the existing office use which is on the adjacent property immediately south
and west of the subject property. The existing office use is zoned “O&I-2” Office and Institutional District. LUGMP –
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2040 policies mention that the “size and scale of office developments should fit the character of the surrounding area.
(pg. 45)”.
The proposed rezoning will add approximately 1 acre to the existing “O&I-2” zoned property. The “O&I-2” district sets a
maximum building size at 20,000 square feet of ground floor area and to a height of 60 feet, a scale of building that is
not appropriate adjacent to the single family residential homes to the immediate north and west. Further, the O&I-2
district does not contain sufficient building design guidelines or standards to ensure the new building is compatible with
the neighborhood. For these reasons the proposed zoning change is not in conformance with the Comprehensive
Plan.
THE EXTENT TO WHICH REMOVAL OF THE RESTRICTIONS WILL DETRIMENTALLY AFFECT NEARBY
PROPERTIES:
The O&I-2 zoning district allows a range of uses, either by right or conditional use permit, that are prohibited in the
current R-1 zoning district. Some of these potential uses are not compatible with the adjacent residential uses. The
O&I-2 zoning district requires substantial building setbacks but is substantially less restrictive than the current R-1
zoning with regard to building height. A maximum building height of 42 feet is allowed under R-1 zoning. O&I-2 zoning
allows a maximum building height of 60 feet, which staff estimates to be a height sufficient for a four-story office
building.
While there is some risk to the neighborhood from O&I-2 zoning the owner has never suggested constructing a building
with multiple stories and the potential for a four story building on the on the north side of the existing parking lot is
limited by property size, the existing sanitary sewer easement located 35 feet from the north property line, and the
parking that would be required to serve a four story building.
With the change in zoning use of the property for accessory parking is no longer tied to the conditional use permit for
the parking. The conditional use permit includes stringent landscaping requirements which do not need to be enforced
once the conditional use permit is replaced by the O&I-2 zoning.
THE RELATIVE GAIN TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE BY THE DESTRUCTION OF THE
VALUE OF THE OWNER’S PROPERTY AS COMPARED TO THE HARDSHIP IMPOSED UPON THE INDIVIDUAL
LANDOWNER:
The proposed zoning creates considerable uncertainty about the future use and physical development of the property
and its effect on adjacent residential property. For this reason denial of the proposed zoning provides substantial
protection to neighboring property owners. If the owner wishes to develop the subject property for office use or a use of
a similar or lesser intensity, the owner may apply for Planned Unit Development (PUD) zoning tied to a master plan
setting parameters for use, setbacks, height, and design. A PUD with a master plan is substantially less risky to
adjacent properties and to the surrounding neighborhood.
AVAILABILITY OF PUBLIC SERVICES: All essential public utilities, services and facilities are presently available to
this area or will be extended at developer expense.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Based upon the above findings and analysis Planning Staff recommends DISAPPROVAL of the proposed zoning
change.
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ATTACHMENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Aerial Map
Zoning Map
Neighborhood Information Meeting Notes and Sign-in Sheet
Photos of Neighboring Properties by Applicant
Public Comments

i

A residential facility other than a hospital for short term residential care and supportive programs for improving
living skills relative to chemical dependency, behavioral modification, domestic abuse, mental illness, economic
recovery, job training, etc. (TMC 18.55.030 “C” Definitions)
ii
Dwelling for the personal nursing care and treatment for more than 3 persons.
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PHOTOS OF NEIGHBORING PROPERTIES BY APPLICANT
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Newcomer Funeral Service Group
View from SW 27th

STAFF REPORT – CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
TOPEKA PLANNING DEPARTMENT
PLANNING COMMISSION DATE: April 18, 2016

APPLICATION INFORMATION
APPLICATION CASE NO:

CU16/4 by Donald T. Bell (B & B Backyard)

REQUESTED ACTION / CURRENT
ZONING:

Conditional Use Permit for an outdoor music concert facility with a
stage and assembly area in a C-4 commercial zoning district (under
use category “Recreation, Outdoor Type III).

APPLICANT / PROPERTY OWNER:

Bill Brading, B & B Backyard, Purchaser under Contract with Owner
Donald T. Bell

APPLICANT REPRESENTATIVE:

Mark Boyd, SBB Engineering, LLC

PROPERTY ADDRESS & PARCEL ID:

2134 N. Kansas Avenue / 1041704002024000

PHOTOS OF SITE:

PARCEL SIZE:

1.42 Acres

STAFF PLANNER:

Michael Hall, AICP, Current Planning Manager

PROJECT AND SITE INFORMATION
PROPOSED USE / SUMMARY:

B & B Backyard is an outdoor concert facility with a music stage and
a grass-covered area for standing, seating, and dancing. The
concert facility is located on the rear half of the property, with the
restaurant Bill’s Diner sited at the front of the property.
The area devoted to B & B Backyard is potentially large enough to
accommodate over 1,000 patrons, although occupancy is limited by
available parking, fire safety, and other city standards. Use of the
facility is generally limited to May through September and events are
scheduled for two nights per week.

DEVELOPMENT / CASE HISTORY:
ZONING AND CHARACTER OF
SURROUNDING AREA:

Fence permit for B & B Backyard issued September 10, 2013.
(Permit # 201309101984)
All lands adjoining the property are zoned C-4 Commercial. An auto
body repair shop is located on the south; a retail showroom and
office for home remodeling and a motel border on the north; and
vacant land and a vacant retail building on the west. Single family
residences are located further to the south but within 250 feet of the
subject property. Some of the parcels in the area to the south and
southeast are zoned R-1 (Single Family Dwelling District) but are not
currently used for residential use.

COMPLIANCE WITH DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
BUILDING SETBACKS:

OTHER DIMENSIONAL
STANDARDS:
OFF-STREET PARKING:

Required building setbacks are 10’ side and 25’ rear. Accessory buildings
are permitted with a lesser side yard setback of 5’. The 560 square foot
building along the north property line existed prior to its use for B & B
Backyard and is located within one foot of the north property line. The
building used for the stage (approx. 395 square feet) is located 5 feet from
the south property line and thus complies with the required minimum
setback for accessory buildings.
The buildings, parking, drives and other related improvements meet
applicable dimensional standards.
One (1) space per 4 occupants is required per zoning regulations in
TMC 18.240. TMC 18.240 allows use of parking offsite with little or no
restriction in the C-4 zoning district, although the City may impose
restrictions on use of off-site parking as part of the Conditional Use Permit
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as deemed appropriate. Per the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 1
accessible space is required for every 25 spaces and at least one of the
accessible spaces must be van accessible.
71 parking spaces are proposed for use by B & B Backyard (20 in
Bill’s Diner lot + 51 in event parking lot). No ADA accessible parking
stalls are proposed, although 3 are required per ADA and one must be a
van accessible stall. Additional accessible parking may be required if the
use relies on off-site parking. Staff recommends the plan be amended to
comply with ADA, estimated to result in the net loss of one stall.
The Fire Marshall is requesting two stalls be deleted from the plan at a
location where the fire access lane crosses the east edge of the event
parking area to allow for emergency response vehicles to turn around.
Adjusting for the inclusion of 3 ADA accessible stalls and the deletion of
two stalls for emergency response, there are an estimated 68 parking
spaces for the concert facility. If parking is limited to that which is onsite, occupancy of B & B Backyard is limited to 272 patrons.
Parking and Driveway Surfaces: The City’s parking regulations (TMC
18.240.020 (b)) require that “all off-street parking and stacking spaces,
aisles and drives shall be surfaced in accordance with the standards and
specifications of the city or county.” While the code makes reference to
“standards and specifications” there are currently no adopted standards
and specifications for temporary or seasonal uses of this nature and open
to the public. The City typically requires parking and driveway surfaces to
be paved in asphalt or concrete. Fire access drives are required to have
the capacity to support emergency response vehicles (fire trucks,
primarily) weighing 75,000 pounds, which has typically required concrete
or asphalt.
The parking area for Bill’s Diner is paved in asphalt and is in good
condition. The event parking area is improved with a gravel surface.
Staff recommends approval of gravel for the event parking area on the
basis its use is limited by its seasonal and event frequency as described
in the operations statement and as limited by the Conditional Use Permit
(CUP).
City staff are currently working with local civil engineers to create
specifications for parking and loading surfaces with limited use. Staff
recommend that within a specified time the owner be required to improve
the surface of the event parking area to meet the adopted standards.
LANDSCAPING:

The landscape ordinance (TMC 18.235) requires landscape in a quantity
based on a point score determined by development area, new parking
spaces, and retention of existing trees.
The site contains mature trees along the south side of the property line
near the outdoor stage. No details about existing trees were included with
the CUP application. A landscape plan shall be submitted in compliance
with the landscape ordinance and subject to approval of staff.
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DESIGN STANDARDS &
GUIDELINES:
COMPREHENSIVE PLANS:
TRANSPORTATION
PLANS/MTPO PLANS:

Not applicable.
Land Use & Growth Management Plan. Property designated “Commercial”
in Future Land Use Map.
No policies apply specifically to the case.

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES:

A traffic study is not required for the outdoor concert facility, and the capacity
sufficient to accommodate the traffic generated by the proposed use.

UTILITIES:

The City’s sanitary sewer and water mains are located in North Kansas
Avenue. The outdoor concert facility is currently not connected to City
water or sewer. Connection will be required if water or wastewater service
is needed or requested for the outdoor concert facility.

OTHER FACTORS
SUBDIVISION PLAT:

FLOOD HAZARDS, STREAM
BUFFERS:

Property is not platted. The Planning Director has determined a plat is not
required for this application based on the scope of development. A
subdivision plat may be required prior to issuance of building permits for
additional buildings.
There are no significant flood hazards and no stream buffers. The site is
located in the area protected by levee.

HISTORIC PROPERTIES:

None.

NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING:

The applicant conducted a neighborhood information meeting on
Monday, March 28, 2016 at Bill’s Diner. The property is in the North
Topeka East Neighborhood Improvement Association (NIA). Two North
Topeka residents attended. One of the attendees is a neighbor and
owns on the east side of N. Kansas Avenue and expressed no
concerns, that the facility is “well ran” and he has attended many of the
music events. The other attendee is the North Topeka West NIA
President and expressed her desire that the outdoor concert venue
obtain required permits and comply with City regulations. The applicant
invited the North Topeka East NIA leadership to the meeting but they
did not attend.

OTHER:

Signage. Property contains one existing free-standing sign for Bill’s Diner.
Staff recommends no additional free-standing signs on the property. If the
applicant determines there is a need for an additional free-standing sign,
staff recommends it be co-located on the same pylon as the existing Bill’s
Diner sign.
Noise and Other Potential Disturbances. The City regulates noise in
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accordance with chapter 9.45 Article II the municipal code. The following
sections are particularly relevant:
9.45.170 Prohibition generally.
(a) It shall be unlawful for any person to make, continue or allow to be
made or continued any excessive, unnecessary, unusual or loud noise
which injures or endangers the comfort, repose, health, or safety of any
person of reasonable sensibilities, or which interferes with the use or
enjoyment of property of any person of reasonable sensibilities, unless
the making and continuing of such noise is necessary for the protection
and preservation of property or the health and safety of an individual;
provided, that the provisions of this article shall not apply to such
occasional and infrequent uses as authorized by resolution approved by
the city council, upon a showing by an applicant and determination by the
council that the proposed use does not offend the spirit of the findings of
TMC 9.45.150.
(b) The acts mentioned in the following sections of this article, among
others, are declared to be loud, disturbing and unnecessary noises in
violation of this article, but such enumeration shall not be deemed to be
exclusive.
9.45.190 Sound-producing device.
(a) The use or operation of any device capable of producing or amplifying
sound in such manner as to disturb the peace, quiet and comfort of any
person of reasonable sensibilities is unlawful.
(b) The use or operation of any device identified in subsection (a) of this
section between the hours of 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. which is audible
at a distance of 50 feet from the premises, building, structure or vehicle
in which the device is located shall be prima facie evidence of a violation
of this section. (Ord. 19775 § 3, 10-23-12.)
Over a two-year period (2014-2015) the Topeka Police Department
responded to three citizen complaints about loud music. At least two of
these were from the same person who resides at a location over two miles
from the outdoor concert facility. For their investigation the Police
Department made direct contact with 8 to 9 households living in the mobile
home park located less than one quarter mile from concert facility at the
northwest corner of N. Kansas Avenue and US Highway 24. Although the
residents had heard music from the facility not one of them stated they
objected to the operation of the facility and the sounds it generates. Police
have received no complaints from the motel located immediately north of
the facility.
The noise ordinance provides the Police Department the discretion to
determine a noise complaint to be “reasonable” or “not reasonable”. On the
basis of their investigation, and in large part because of the distance of the
complainant’s residence from the facility, the Police Department concluded
the complaint to be “not reasonable”.
According to TMC 9.45.190 the use of a device for amplifying music and
other sounds between the hours of 11 pm and 7 am, with sound audible
from a distance of 50 feet or more from the premises, is a violation of the
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noise ordinance. The operator of an establishment generating music by an
amplifier past 11 pm in such a way that violates TMC 9.45.190 may seek
and be granted a “noise exception” by the City Council.
Other than noise incidents, Police Department records indicate very few if
any substantial criminal or harmful activities or effects related to the outdoor
concert facility.

REVIEW COMMENTS BY CITY DEPARTMENTS AND EXTERNAL AGENCIES
PUBLIC WORKS/ENGINEERING:

Future development and platting will warrant dedication of ROW on
Kansas Ave; 52.5’ from center line (35’ currently) and possible
closure of one of the two accesses as shown as they do not meet
City of Topeka Design criteria for access control.
Heavy reliance on off-site parking potentially creates pedestrianvehicle conflicts. There will be a tendency for patrons parking offsite to jaywalk, more specifically, to cross Kansas Avenue and other
streets without using pedestrian crossings. (See also TMC
18.215.030(b)(1)
Per Storm Water Engineer (Quantity) the applicant shall provide a
“drainage statement” describing any storm water impacts and what
will be done to address those impacts.

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL:

Per Storm Water Engineer (Quality). Storm water quality treatment
measures shall be required in the event the increase in impervious
surface covers one acre or more in surface area. The existing
gravel parking area, the new fire access lane, event stage, and all
other impervious surfaces directly related to the event facility shall
be counted toward the one-acre threshold for storm water quality
treatment requirements. The applicant has added a note to the
CUP plan making this statement.

FIRE:

The Fire Department has provided a list of comments and
conditions. Staff’s recommended revisions to the CUP site plan
incorporate the Fire Department’s comments and conditions.

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES:

The change of use of a storage building for a bar service and use by
entertainers, construction of the stage at the southeast, any
mechanical, electrical, plumbing required for use of the area all
require building and trades permits. The City intends to ensure that
the permits and codes required to ensure life safety are obtained
and complied with before the use continues.
Installation of a tent even as a temporary structure requires review
and approval for installation of a temporary structure permit (limited
to use in place for a maximum of 6 months).
The intent is to work with the owner to gain compliance with
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regulations, progressing in phases with “corrective” action as
needed. Development Services’ comments and conditions have
been incorporated in the CUP plan.
OTHER:

Municipal code administered primarily by the City Clerk requires
licenses for Drinking Club Establishment, establishment Open After
Midnight, and Dance Hall. The applicant currently has a Drinking
Club Establishment License effective until July 2016.

KEY DATES
SUBMITTAL:

March 7, 2016

NEIGHBORHOOD INFORMATION
MEETING:

March 28, 2016

LEGAL NOTICE PUBLICATION:

Published March 28, 2016

PROPERTY OWNER NOTICE
MAILED:

Mailed March 25, 2016

STAFF ANALYSIS
EVALUATION: In considering an application for a conditional use permit, the Planning Commission and Governing
Body will review the request following standards in Topeka Municipal Code Section 18.245(4)(ix) in order to protect the
integrity and character of the zoning district in which the proposed use is located and to minimize adverse effects on
surrounding properties and neighborhood. In addition, all conditional use permit applications are evaluated in
accordance with the standards established in TMC 18.215.030. Staff has determined that the CUP site plan, including
the conditions of the site plan, complies with TMC 18.215.030.
1.

The conformance of the proposed use to the Comprehensive Plan and other adopted planning
policies: The subject property lies within an area designated Commercial by the Future Land Use Map in
the Land Use and Growth Management Plan – 2040 (LUGMP). The LUGMP reflects the existing C-4
Commercial District zoning that has existed for a long period of time and the area’s location near US 24
Highway, where it is positioned to serve large-scale commercial uses easily accessible by arterials and
highways. The LUGMP does not envision substantial changes to zoning and land use for this property and the
surrounding area, and an outdoor concert facility is consistent with the LUGMP.

2.

The character of the neighborhood including but not limited to: land use, zoning, density, architectural
style, building materials, height, structural mass, sitting, open space and floor-to area ratio: The
physical elements of the outdoor concert facility are consistent with the character of the surrounding area. The
outdoor concert facility includes a fenced outdoor lawn-covered area, two relatively small accessory buildings,
and parking area. The surrounding neighborhood is characterized by a mix of retail and service oriented
businesses, a motel, and vacant land. Single family residences, fronting on NE Lyman Road are located 400
feet or more to the south. The outdoor concert facility’s other effects are controlled sufficiently by the limiting
conditions of the conditional use permit.
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3.

The zoning and uses of nearby properties, and the extent to which the proposed use would be in
harmony with such zoning and uses: The outdoor concert facility is compatible with the zoning of all
adjacent properties which are all zoned C-4 Commercial District, the least restrictive of Topeka’s commercial
districts. C-4 permits uses “typically characterized by outdoor display, storage and/or sale of merchandise, by
repair of motor vehicles, by outdoor commercial amusement and recreational activities, or by activities or
operations conducted in buildings and structures not completely enclosed.” (TMC 18.155.010)
There are lands within 200 feet of the outdoor concert facility that are zoned R-1 Single Family Dwelling District.
The noise, traffic, and other effects of the outdoor concert facility are effectively controlled by the limiting
conditions of the conditional use permit. The conditional use permit will help to ensure there is little or no
negative impact to the residentially zoned properties in the vicinity.

4.

The suitability of the property for the uses to which it has been restricted under the applicable zoning
district regulations: The current C-4 zoning is not particularly restrictive and thus does provide for a broad
range of potential uses. The property is suitable for uses allowed by right in the C-4 district, but there is
presumably limited demand for such uses. The subject property and adjacent parcels have not been
developed or used to the extent that the current zoning allows presumably because of their location near the
outer edge of North Topeka. At 1.42 acres, the subject property is a large parcel and, if limited to the small
restaurant on the front third of the property, would be underutilized.

5.

The length of time the property has remained vacant as zoned: Without the outdoor concert facility the
property would not be entirely vacant since the existing Bill’s Diner restaurant occupies the approximate front
third of the property. The restaurant building was built in 1969. Other than the storage building at rear and
along the north property line, the rear two thirds of the property has been vacant for at least 70 years. The fact
that the property has been vacant for a long time lends support to the conditional use permit for an outdoor
concert facility.

6.

The extent to which the approval of the application would detrimentally affect nearby properties:
Approval of the conditional use permit for the outdoor concert facility is not anticipated to have any detriment
effect on nearby properties. Police records indicate few if any substantial complaints about noise. Furthermore,
aside from noise incidents, Police Department records indicate very few if any substantial criminal or other
harmful activities or effects related to the outdoor concert facility.
The noise, traffic, and other potential effects of the outdoor concert facility are effectively controlled by the
limiting conditions of the conditional use permit. The conditional use permit will help to ensure there is little or
no negative impact to the commercial and residential properties in the vicinity.

7.

The extent to which the proposed use would substantially harm the value of nearby properties: The
proposed use will not likely harm the value of nearby properties for the same reasons it will not detrimentally
affect nearby properties.

8.

The extent to which the proposed use would adversely affect the capacity or safety of that portion of the
road network influenced by the use, or present parking problems in the vicinity of the property: North
Kansas Avenue and the surrounding street network have adequate capacity to accommodate the traffic
generated by the outdoor concert facility. The conditional use permit requires the outdoor concert facility to
comply with the City’s parking standards. The parking standards allow for the use of off-site parking and
reliance on off-site parking is anticipated for some events and, because the outdoor concert facility generates
parking demand only on Friday and Saturday evenings, its parking demand will not conflict with the parking
needs of surrounding uses. There are multiple opportunities for off-site parking. The applicant has indicated
they have informal agreements with owners in the area for off-site parking. The conditional use permit requires
the applicant to submit documented shared parking agreements with owners prior to using off-site parking.
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The extent to which the proposed use would create excessive air pollution, water pollution, noise
pollution or other environmental harm: The anticipated environmental impacts of the outdoor concert facility
are storm water runoff and noise. The conditional use permit requires the applicant to address the impacts of
storm water drainage by the issuance of a “drainage statement” subject to review by storm water engineering
staff.

9.

The outdoor concert facility has operated for over two years and it has generated few complaints about noise.
However, the conditional use permit contains conditions that specifically control noise and help to ensure
compliance with the City’s noise ordinance.
10.

The economic impact of the proposed use on the community: The outdoor concert facility provides an
entertainment option to the community and has been well received. It presumably attracts patrons to North
Topeka who, in addition to spending money at the outdoor concert facility, very likely patronize other
businesses in the area. Provided its potential negative effects are controlled, the concert facility is a positive
contribution to the quality of life for citizens of Topeka and the surrounding area.

11.

The gain, if any, to the public health, safety and welfare due to denial of the application as compared to
the hardship imposed upon the landowner, if any, as a result of denial of the application: The conditions
of the conditional use permit help to ensure the public health, safety and welfare of the community are being
maintained if not enhanced. Denial of the conditional use permit, or overly burdensome conditions placed on
the outdoor concert facility, will deny the applicant of the ability to operate a profitable business enterprise.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Based upon the above findings and analysis Planning Staff recommends APPROVAL of this proposal, subject to the
following conditions:
1. Use and development of the property shall comply with the approved Conditional Use Permit Site Plan for B &
B Backyard (CU16/4) and the plan modifications and conditions as follows.
2. The site plan dated received March 31, 2016 shall be revised as follows:
a. Include three accessible parking spaces, including one van-accessible space, in the Event Parking
Area in compliance the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Paving of ADA parking spaces and an
access aisle to the event facility with concrete, asphalt, or other approved material will be required.
b. Revise Note #2 to state: “Off-street parking is required at a rate of one (1) space per four (4)
occupants. The number of patrons allowed at the outdoor concert facility at any single time is a
function of this parking ratio, the quantity of parking spaces on the property, and the quantity of spaces
utilized on private property off site. The applicant shall submit to the City of Topeka Planning
Department acceptable documentation of a shared parking agreement for all parking utilized off-site.
Additional accessible parking spaces may be required as determined by the total quantity of spaces
on and off-site.”
c. Replace Note #3 to state: “Compliance with all applicable codes for buildings and construction (Title
14, Topeka Municipal Code) is required. Building permits and certificates of occupancy shall be
obtained for any buildings used for or in association with the outdoor concert facility.”
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d. Revise Note #4 to state: “As conditions and circumstances warrant the Planning Department may
report to the Planning Commission regarding compliance with conditions of the conditional use permit
and impacts of the outdoor concert facility to the neighborhood and community. Pursuant to TMC
18.215.060 the Planning Commission may recommend revocation of any conditional use permit to the
Governing Body if the use either fails to comply with any of the conditions of the permit; or the use has
expanded or deviated from its original use and purpose; or the use has been found by a court of law,
federal or state agency to be an illegal activity or nuisance.”
e. Replace Note #6 to state: “A landscape plan shall be submitted to the Topeka Planning Department
demonstrating compliance with the City of Topeka Landscape Regulations in TMC18.235.
Landscaping is required along the north and south edges of the Event parking area. All required
landscape improvements shall be completed prior to April 1, 2017 or the opening date of the outdoor
concert facility for the 2017 season, whichever is later.”
f. Replace Note #7 to state: “The outdoor concert facility shall comply with all requirements of the Fire
Department in accordance with the documented conditions dated March 21, 2016 or as amended by
the Fire Department.”
g. Revise the “fire access lane” on the CUP site plan as needed to reflect with Fire Department
requirements in accordance with the Fire Department’s conditions dated March 21, 2016 or as
amended by the Fire Department.
h. Delete Note #8.
i. Delete Note #11.
j. Add note: “Approval of a subdivision plat by the City of Topeka may be required prior to issuance of
building permits for additional buildings.”
k. Add three accessible parking spaces, including one van-accessible space, to the event parking area to
comply with ADA. Accessible spaces shall be located as close to the “outdoor lawn seating area” and
“ticket area” as possible. The location and improvements associated with the accessible parking
spaces are subject to review and approval by City of Topeka Development Services.
l. Remove two parking stalls at the east edge of the event parking area where the fire access lane
intersects with the outdoor lawn seating area for the purpose of providing a turnaround for emergency
response vehicles.
m. In the Project Data section of the CUP site plan replace “Amplified Sound Limited to 7:00 p.m. to 12:00
p.m.” with “The use of amplified sound shall comply with the City of Topeka noise regulations in TMC
Chapter 9.45, Article II.”
n. Identify location of temporary toilet facilities on the CUP site plan.
o. Identify the general location of tents, canopies, and any other temporary structures on the CUP site
plan.
3. The applicant shall submit a “drainage statement” describing any storm water impacts and what will be done to
address those impacts. The drainage statement is subject to review and approval by City of Topeka
departments of Public Works and Utilities.
4. Tents or other temporary or portable structures are subject to licensing and permit requirement of the
departments and divisions of Fire, Development Services, the City Clerk, and other divisions. Serving of
alcohol and operation of a drinking establishment is subject to licensing requirements administered by the City
Clerk.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Aerial Map
2. Zoning Map
3. CUP Site Plan
4. Operations Statement
5. Comments and Conditions, Topeka Fire Department
6. Neighborhood Information Meeting Minutes and Sign-in Sheet
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